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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a hybrid automatic transmission of a hybrid electric 
vehicle equipped With a differential device having tWo 
degree-of-freedom and at least four rotating members 
respectively connected to a prime mover as an input 
element, a drive train as an output element, and ?rst and 
second motor-generators. A speci?ed relationship among 
inertias of rotating systems relating to the prime mover, 
output element, and ?rst and second motor-generators, a ?rst 
lever ratio of a distance betWeen an input element and the 
?rst motor-generator to a distance betWeen the input and 
output elements, and a second lever ratio of a distance 
betWeen the output element and the second motor-generator 
to the distance betWeen the input and output elements is 
determined, so that a center of gravity of a lever on an 
alignment chart of the hybrid transmission is laid out on the 
output element or betWeen the output element and the 
second motor-generator. 
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HYBRID AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to a hybrid automatic trans 
mission suitable for a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) mount 
ing thereon a prime mover such as an internal combustion 
engine and at least one motor-generator, and speci?cally to 
the improvement of a hybrid automatic transmission having 
a differential device disposed betWeen the prime mover and 
the motor-generator to steplessly vary a transmission gear 
ratio. 

BACKGROUND ART 

In recent years, there have been proposed and developed 
various hybrid electric vehicles equipped With hybrid auto 
matic transmissions. One such hybrid automatic transmis 
sion has been disclosed in Japanese Patent Provisional 
Publication No. 2000-238555 (hereinafter is referred to as 
“JP2000-238555”). FIG. 9 shoWs a schematic structural 
draWing of the hybrid automatic transmission as disclosed in 
JP2000-238555. The hybrid transmission shoWn in FIG. 9 
uses a simple planetary gearset 31 that is comprised of a sun 
gear 31s, a ring gear 31r, and a planet-pinion carrier 31c. 
Input torque from an internal combustion engine is trans 
mitted via a transmission input shaft 32 to carrier 31c. On the 
one hand, a part of the input torque transmitted to carrier 31c 
is transmitted through sun gear 31s and a cylindrical holloW 
shaft (or a sun-gear shaft) 33 to a ?rst motor-generator 34 
serving as a generator. On the other hand, the remaining 
engine torque is transmitted through ring gear 31r, a 
sprocket 35, a chain belt 36, and a differential gear 39 to 
drive Wheels 37, 37. The ring-gear shaft of ring gear 31r is 
connected to the rotor of a second motor-generator 38 
serving as an electric motor. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Referring noW to FIGS. 10 and 11, there are shoWn 
alignment charts representing the construction of the simple 
planetary-gearset equipped hybrid automatic transmission 
system shoWn in FIG. 9. Simple planetary gearset 31 is a 
differential device having a three-element, tWo-degree-of 
freedom. Thus, second motor-generator 38 (serving as the 
motor) is connected directly to ring gear 31r serving as an 
output element to Which a drive train containing differential 
gear device 39 is connected. As can be seen from the 
alignment chart of FIG. 10, ?rst motor-generator 34 (serving 
as the generator) is connected to sun gear 31s that is placed 
in the opposite side of the output element (ring gear 31r) 
With respect to carrier 31c serving as an input element to 
Which the engine is connected. The alignment chart of FIG. 
10 is obtained under a speci?c condition (in a motor pro 
pelled vehicle driving mode) Where an engine speed Ne is 
“0”, an engine load torque Te is “0”, and the vehicle is 
propelled against a Wheel load torque T0 acting on road 
Wheels by driving second motor-generator 38 (serving as the 
motor operating in the motor propelled vehicle driving 
mode) to produce a balanced motor-generator torque Tmg20 
at a forWard motor-generator rotational speed Nmg20. 
Under the motor propelled vehicle driving mode, ?rst motor 
generator 34 (serving as the generator) is driven by a 
balanced torque Tmg10 acting in a direction that a reverse 
motor-generator rotational speed Nmg10 of ?rst motor 
generator 34 drops to “0”, so as to generate electricity. The 
generated electricity is supplied as a part of electric poWer 
used to drive second motor-generator 38 (the motor). The 
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2 
alignment chart of FIG. 11 shoWs a transition from the motor 
propelled vehicle driving mode to an engine start-up mode. 
The collinear indicated by the broken line in FIG. 11 
corresponds to a lever on the alignment chart of the motor 
propelled vehicle driving mode shoWn in FIG. 10. On the 
other hand, the collinear indicated by the solid line in FIG. 
11 corresponds to a lever on the alignment chart of the 
engine start-up mode in Which, in order to increase engine 
speed Ne against the engine load torque Te, the reverse 
motor-generator rotational speed of ?rst motor-generator 34 
is reduced from the speed value Nmg10 to a speed value 
Nmg11 close to “0” by Way of a balanced torque Tmg11 
acting on the ?rst motor-generator. At this time, there are the 
folloWing draWbacks. 

Regarding the alignment chart of FIG. 11, the input 
rotation system connected to carrier 31c includes the engine 
Whose inertia is great. Likewise, the input rotation system 
connected to ring gear 31r includes the differential gear 
device and drive Wheels and thus the input rotation system 
has a great inertia. The center-of-gravity G of the lever on 
the alignment chart indicated by the broken line in FIG. 11 
is positioned betWeen carrier 31c (or the engine) having the 
great inertia and ring gear 31r (or the output element) having 
the great inertia. For the reasons set forth above, When 
reducing the reverse motor-generator rotational speed of ?rst 
motor-generator 34 from speed value Nmg10 to speed value 
Nmg11 for an engine start-up from the motor propelled 
vehicle driving mode, the lever on the alignment chart 
indicated by the broken line in FIG. 11 is rotated about the 
center of gravity G and changed to the lever on the align 
ment chart indicated by the solid line in FIG. 11. This means 
that a reaction force resulting from the great inertia of the 
input rotation system (the engine) acts to unintentionally 
reduce the rotational speed of the output rotation system 
containing the differential gear device and drive Wheels, thus 
resulting in a temporary drop in vehicle speed. At this time, 
the driver may feel uncomfortable. To avoid this, a balanced 
motor-generator torque Tmg21 of second motor-generator 
38 has to be controlled or adjusted to a greater value than the 
balanced motor-generator torque Tmg20 of the motor pro 
pelled vehicle driving mode shoWn in FIG. 10 by an 
incremental torque needed to prevent the undesired vehicle 
speed drop, When starting up the engine from the motor 
propelled vehicle driving mode under the same Wheel load 
torque T0. In this case, during the motor propelled vehicle 
driving mode, second motor-generator 38 has to be driven 
by the remaining electric poWer obtained by subtracting an 
electric poWer corresponding to the previously-noted incre 
mental torque from a possible battery output poWer to enable 
engine start-up. The remaining electric poWer means a 
reduced vehicle driving performance during the motor pro 
pelled vehicle driving mode. To insure the vehicle driving 
performance greater than a predetermined level, a large 
capacity of car battery must be used. In addition to the 
above, oWing to the layout of center of gravity G put 
betWeen carrier 31c (or the engine) and ring gear 31r (or the 
output element), there is an increased tendency for engine 
torque ?uctuations, Which may occur during the engine 
start-up period, to be transmitted to the output element, thus 
resulting in the driver’s uncomfortable feeling. To eliminate 
the driver’s uncomfortable feeling, for instance, it is neces 
sary to instantaneously control a generated torque of second 
motor-generator 38 directly connected to the output element 
responsively to positive and negative engine torque ?uctua 
tions. Actually, it is very dif?cult to momentarily adjust or 
control the generated torque of second motor-generator 38, 
and therefore it is almost impossible to perfectly eliminate 
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engine torque ?uctuations. Such undesired torque ?uctua 
tions lead to the problem of deteriorated vehicle’s driveabil 
ity. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide a 
hybrid automatic transmission of a hybrid electric vehicle, 
Which avoids the aforementioned disadvantages by improv 
ing a position of a center of gravity of a lever on an 
alignment chart of the hybrid automatic transmission. 

In order to accomplish the aforementioned and other 
objects of the present invention, a hybrid automatic trans 
mission of a hybrid electric vehicle mounting thereon a 
prime mover, ?rst and second motor-generators and a drive 
train, and capable of steplessly varying a transmission gear 
ratio by controlling an operating state of each of the ?rst and 
second motor-generators, comprises a differential device 
having at least four rotating members and tWo degrees of 
freedom that determining rotating states of tWo members of 
the four rotating members enables rotating states of the other 
rotating members to be determined, a ?rst member of the 
four rotating members serving as an input element con 
nected to the prime mover, a second member serving as an 
output element connected to the drive train, a third member 
connected to the ?rst motor-generator, and a fourth member 
connected to the second motor-generator, and a speci?ed 
relationship among an inertia of a rotating system relating to 
the prime mover, an inertia of a rotating system relating to 
the output element, an inertia of a rotating system relating to 
the ?rst motor-generator, an inertia of a rotating system 
relating to the second motor-generator, a ?rst lever ratio of 
a distance betWeen the input element and the ?rst motor 
generator to a distance betWeen the input and output 
elements, and a second lever ratio of a distance betWeen the 
output element and the second motor-generator to the dis 
tance betWeen the input and output elements is determined 
so that a center of gravity of a lever on an alignment chart 
of the hybrid automatic transmission is laid out on the output 
element or betWeen the output element and the second 
motor-generator. 

The other objects and features of this invention Will 
become understood from the folloWing description With 
reference to the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of a hybrid automatic transmission of a hybrid 
electric vehicle made according to the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a modi?ed 
hybrid automatic transmission made according to the inven 
tion. 

FIG. 3 is a system block diagram illustrating an automatic 
shift control system of the hybrid automatic transmission of 
the embodiment. 

FIG. 4 is an alignment chart of each of the hybrid 
automatic transmissions shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2 Without 
using a forWard brake or With the forWard brake released, in 
Which a center of gravity of a lever on the alignment chart 
is positioned on an output element. 

FIG. 5 is an alignment chart of each of the hybrid 
automatic transmissions shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2 Without 
using a forWard brake or With the forWard brake released, in 
Which a center of gravity of a lever on the alignment chart 
is positioned betWeen an output element and an output side 
motor/generator MG2. 

FIG. 6 is an alignment chart of each of the hybrid 
automatic transmissions shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2 without 
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4 
using a forWard brake or With the forWard brake released, in 
Which inertias Jmg1, Je, Jo, and Jmg2 of input/output 
rotation systems associated With the lever on the alignment 
chart are simultaneously shoWn on the alignment chart. 

FIG. 7 is a How chart illustrating an engine start-up period 
motor-generator control program eXecuted Within a hybrid 
controller of the automatic shift control system shoWn in 
FIG. 3, When starting up the engine from a motor propelled 
vehicle driving mode. 

FIG. 8 is a graph explaining the control action of the 
engine start-up period motor-generator control of FIG. 7. 

FIG. 9 is a schematic structural draWing of the conven 
tional hybrid automatic transmission. 

FIG. 10 is an alignment chart of the hybrid automatic 
transmission shoWn in FIG. 9 in a motor propelled vehicle 
driving mode. 

FIG. 11 is an alignment chart of the hybrid automatic 
transmission shoWn in FIG. 9 When starting up the engine 
from the motor propelled vehicle driving mode. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring noW to the draWings, particularly to FIG. 1, the 
hybrid automatic transmission of the embodiment is eXem 
pli?ed in a transaXle of a front-Wheel-drive vehicle. The 
hybrid transmission of the embodiment is mainly comprised 
of a RavigneauX type planetary gearset 2 and a motor 
generator set (MG1, MG2). RavigneauX type planetary 
gearset 2 is built in a right-hand half (vieWing FIG. 1) of a 
transmission case land located near an internal combustion 

engine ENG. Motor-generator set (MG1, MG2), Which is 
composed of a compound multiphase alternating current 
motor 3, is built in transmission case 1 in the opposite side 
(in the left-hand half) of RavigneauX type planetary gearset 
2. In the shoWn embodiment, a compound multiphase alter 
nating current (AC), multi-layer (double-layer) motor, 
Which has multiple rotors (tWo rotors in the shoWn 
embodiment) and is driven by compound multiphase AC, is 
used as the motor-generator set. The inner and outer rotors 
of the motor-generator set (MG1, MG2) are driven indepen 
dently of each other by the compound multiphase AC that is 
obtained by compounding a control current applied to one of 
the motor-generator set and a control current applied to the 
other. RavigneauX type planetary gearset 2 and compound 
multiphase AC double-layer motor 3 are coaXially arranged 
With respect to the aXis of transmission case 1. RavigneauX 
type planetary gearset 2 is comprised of a compound plan 
etary gear train that a single-pinion type planetary gearset 4 
is combined With a double-pinion type planetary gearset 5, 
and a pinion (a common pinion) P1 and a ring gear (a 
common ring gear) Rs are common to the tWo planetary 
gearsets 4 and 5. As seen in FIG. 1, single-pinion planetary 
gearset 4 is located near compound multiphase AC double 
layer motor 3, Whereas double-pinion planetary gearset 5 is 
located closer to engine ENG. Single-pinion planetary gear 
set 4 is comprised of a sun gear Ss, common ring gear Rs, 
and common pinion P1 in meshed-engagement With both the 
sun gear Ss and common ring gear Rs. On the other hand, 
double-pinion planetary gearset 5 is comprised of a sun gear 
Sd, common pinion P1, common ring gear Rs, a ring gear 
Rd, and a large-diameter pinion P2. Large-diameter pinion 
P2 is in meshed-engagement With all of the three gears, 
namely sun gear Sd, ring gear Rd, and common pinion P1. 
Pinions P1 and P2 of the tWo planetary gearsets 4 and 5 are 
rotatably mounted or supported on shafts that are a portion 
of a common pinion carrier C. As discussed above, ?ve 
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rotating members (?ve elements), that is, sun gear Ss, sun 
gear Sd, ring gear Rs, ring gear Rd, and pinion carrier C 
correspond to main component parts of Ravigneaux type 
planetary gearset 2. In case of Ravigneaux type planetary 
gearset 2, determining rotating states (rotational speeds) of 
tWo members of the ?ve rotating members enables rotating 
states (rotational speeds) of the other rotating members to be 
determined. That is to say, Ravigneaux type planetary gear 
set 2 is a differential device having a ?ve-element, tWo 
degree-of-freedom. As clearly shoWn in FIG. 1, in Rav 
igneaux type planetary gearset 2 incorporated in the hybrid 
automatic transmission of the embodiment, ring gear Rd of 
double-pinion type planetary gearset 5 is connected to a 
coaxially-arranged crankshaft of engine ENG so that input 
torque (engine torque) is transmitted into ring gear Rd. On 
the other hand, common pinion carrier C is connected to the 
road-Wheel drive train, Which includes a ?nal reduction gear 
device 6 containing a differential gear interposed betWeen 
left and right axle driveshafts associated With left and right 
drive Wheels 7, 7, so that output torque from Ravigneaux 
type planetary gearset 2 is extracted from common pinion 
carrier C. Compound multiphase AC double-layer motor 3 is 
comprised of an inner rotor 3ri and an annular outer rotor 
3r0 surrounding the inner rotor. Inner and outer rotors 3ri 
and 3m are coaxially arranged With each other at the rear 
axial end (the left-hand end) of transmission case 1 and 
rotatably supported in transmission case 1. Acommon stator 
3s is disposed in an annular space de?ned betWeen the outer 
periphery of inner rotor 3ri and the inner periphery of outer 
rotor 3m and ?xedly connected to transmission case 1. 
Stator 3s includes an annular stator coil. Annular stator coil 
3s and outer rotor 3r0 construct an outside motor-generator 
(a ?rst motor-generator denoted by MG1), While annular 
stator coil 3s and inner rotor 3ri construct an inside motor 
generator (a second motor-generator denoted by MG2). 
When compound multiphase alternating current is supplied 
to each of ?rst and second motor-generators MG1 and MG2, 
each motor-generator MG1, MG2 functions as an electric 
motor that outputs a motor torque having a rotational 
direction corresponding to a current direction of the supply 
current and a rotational speed corresponding to a current 
strength of the supply current. On the contrary, When there 
is no compound multiphase alternating current supply to 
each of ?rst and second motor-generators MG1 and MG2, 
each motor-generator MG1, MG2 functions as a generator 
that outputs an electric poWer corresponding to the magni 
tude of torque applied by Way of an external force. In 
mechanically linking compound multiphase AC double 
layer motor 3 to Ravigneaux type planetary gearset 2, inner 
rotor 3ri of second motor-generator MG2 (the inside motor 
generator) is connected to sun gear Sd of double-pinion type 
planetary gearset 5, Whereas outer rotor 3r0 of ?rst motor 
generator MG1 (the outside motor-generator) is connected 
to sun gear Ss of single-pinion type planetary gearset 4. If 
necessary, a forWard brake F/B may be provided to properly 
brake ring gear Rs of single-pinion type planetary gearset 4. 
If such a braking operation for ring gear Rs is unnecessary, 
forWard brake F/B can be eliminated. 

Referring noW to FIGS. 4 and 5, there are shoWn align 
ment charts of each of the hybrid transmission of the 
embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1 and the modi?ed hybrid 
transmission shoWn in FIG. 2 (described later) Without using 
the forWard brake or With the forWard brake released. In the 
charts of FIGS. 4 and 5, a ratio |ENG(Rd)—MG1(Ss)|/|ENG 
(Rd)—Out(C)| of a distance |ENG(Rd)—MG1(Ss)| betWeen 
ring gear Rd (engine ENG) and sun gear Ss (?rst motor 
generator MG1) to a distance |ENG(Rd)—Out(C)| between 
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6 
ring gear Rd (engine ENG) and common pinion carrier C 
(output element Out) represents a lever ratio 0t on the 
assumption that the distance |ENG(Rd)—Out(C)| betWeen 
ring gear Rd (engine ENG) and common pinion carrier C 
(output element Out) is “1”. A ratio |Out(C)—MG2(Sd)|/ 
|ENG(Rd)—Out(C)| of a distance |Out(C)—MG2(Sd)| 
betWeen common planet carrier C (output element Out) and 
sun gear Sd (second motor-generator MG2) to a distance 
|ENG(Rd)—Out(C)| betWeen ring gear Rd (engine ENG) and 
common pinion carrier C (output element Out) represents a 
lever ratio [3 on the assumption that the distance |ENG(Rd) 
Out(C)| betWeen ring gear Rd (engine ENG) and common 
pinion carrier C (output element Out) is “1”. The aforesaid 
lever ratios 0t and [3 are determined depending on a gear 
speci?cation of Ravigneaux type planetary gearset 2. On the 
other hand, a gradient (corresponding to a transmission gear 
ratio i) of the lever on each of the alignment charts shoWn 
in FIGS. 4 and 5 is determined depending on three factors, 
namely an engine operating point (Ne, Te) that is a combi 
nation of a hybrid transmission input speed (engine speed 
Ne) and a hybrid transmission input torque (engine torque 
Te), a ?rst motor-generator operating point (N1, T1) that is 
a combination of a ?rst motor-generator rotational speed N1 
of ?rst motor-generator MG1 associated With and connected 
to sun gear Ss of single-pinion type planetary gearset 4 and 
a ?rst motor-generator torque T1, and a second motor 
generator operating point (N2, T2) that is a combination of 
a second motor-generator rotational speed N2 of second 
motor-generator MG2 associated With and connected to sun 
gear Sd of double-pinion type planetary gearset 5 and a 
second motor-generator torque T2. Thus, a combination 
(No, T0) of a hybrid transmission output rotational speed 
(transmission output speed No) and a hybrid transmission 
output torque (transmission output torque To) is determined 
depending on the aforementioned three operating points 
(Ne, Te), (N1, T1) and (N2, T2). For instance, transmission 
output torque To is represented by the expression To=—T1— 
T2-Te, Whereas ?rst motor-generator torque T1 is repre 
sented by the expression T1=T2+Te. 
As described previously, in the hybrid transmission of the 

embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1, ?rst and second motor 
generators MG1 and MG2 are constructed as the compound 
multiphase AC double-layer motor and concentrically 
arranged With each other With respect to the axis of trans 
mission case 1. The layout and construction of ?rst and 
second motor-generators MG1 and MG2 are not limited to 
such a compound multiphase AC double-layer motor con 
struction. In lieu thereof, as seen from the modi?ed hybrid 
transmission shoWn in FIG. 2, ?rst and second motor 
generators MG1 and MG2 may be laid out in such a manner 
as to be radially offset from each other. In contrast to the 
modi?ed hybrid transmission of FIG. 1, in the modi?ed 
hybrid transmission of FIG. 2 second motor-generator MG2 
is associated With and connected to sun gear Ss of single 
pinion type planetary gearset 4, Whereas ?rst motor 
generator MG1 is associated With and connected to sun gear 
Sd of double-pinion type planetary gearset 5. More 
concretely, second motor-generator MG2 is constructed by a 
stator coil 3S0 and a rotor 3r0 that is arranged coaxially With 
respect to Ravigneaux type planetary gearset 2. On the other 
hand, ?rst motor-generator MG1 is constructed by a stator 
coil 3si and a rotor 3ri Whose axis is offset from the axis of 
Ravigneaux type planetary gearset 2. A drive shaft (a sun 
gear shaft) ?xedly connected to sun gear Sd extends axially 
in a manner so as to penetrate the center of second motor 
generator rotor 3r0. The axially-extending sun-gear shaft of 
sun gear Sd and the rotor shaft of ?rst motor-generator rotor 
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3ri are mechanically linked and having a driving connection 
or driven connection With each other by means of a gear 
train 11. The offset layout of ?rst and second motor 
generators MG1 and MG2 shoWn in FIG. 2 is superior to the 
concentric motor-generator layout shoWn in FIG. 1, With 
respect to increased degrees of freedom of the motor 
generator layout in a limited space of transmission case 1. As 
can be seen from comparison betWeen the constructions of 
the hybrid transmissions of FIGS. 1 and 2, each of the hybrid 
transmissions of FIGS. 1 and 2 is mainly comprised of 
RavigneauX type planetary gearset 2 and motor-generator set 
MG1, MG2. As discussed above, the basic constructions are 
the same in both the hybrid transmissions shoWn in FIGS. 1 
and 2, and therefore the alignment charts shoWn in FIGS. 4 
and 5 can be applied to the modi?ed hybrid transmission of 
FIG. 2 as Well as the hybrid transmission of the embodiment 
of FIG. 1. 

Referring noW to FIG. 3, there is shoWn the system block 
diagram of the automatic shift control system of the hybrid 
transmission shoWn in FIG. 1 or 2. As clearly shoWn in FIG. 
3, the shift control system includes a hybrid electric vehicle 
(HEV) controller, simply a hybrid controller 10. Hybrid 
controller 10 serves to send out a command regarding the 
engine operating point (Ne, Te) to an engine controller 11, 
so that engine ENG operates at the engine operating point 
(Ne, Te). Hybrid controller 10 also serves to send out a 
command regarding the ?rst and second motor-generator 
operating points (N1, T1) and (N2, T2) to a motor-generator 
controller 12, so that ?rst and second motor-generators MG1 
and MG2 operate at the respective operating points (N1, T1) 
and (N2, T2) via an inverter 13 and a car battery 14, both 
electrically connected to the motor-generator controller. 
Engine controller 11 and motor-generator controller 12 are 
electrically connected to hybrid controller 10 to communi 
cate With the hybrid controller through a data link (signal 
lines). Each of controllers 10 to 12 generally comprises a 
microcomputer that includes a central processing unit (CPU) 
or a microprocessor (MPU), memories (RAM, ROM), and 
an input/output interface (U0). The input/output interface 
(I/O) of hybrid controller 10 receives input information from 
various engine/vehicle sensors containing at least an accel 
erator position sensor or an accelerator-opening sensor 15, 
and a transmission output speed sensor 16. Accelerator 
opening sensor 15 is provided to detect or monitor an 
accelerator opening APO (corresponding to the amount of 
depression of an accelerator pedal). Transmission output 
speed sensor 16 is provided to detect or monitor a transmis 
sion rotational speed No. Within the hybrid controller, the 
central processing unit (CPU) alloWs the access by the I/O 
interface of input informational data signals (APO, No) from 
engine/vehicle sensors, and is responsible for carrying vari 
ous control programs stored in the memories and capable of 
performing necessary arithmetic and logic operations. Com 
putational results or arithmetic calculation results, in other 
Words, command signals are relayed via the output interface 
circuitry of hybrid controller 10 to the input interfaces of 
engine controller 11 and motor-generator controller 12. 
These command signals are used for engine control for 
engine operating point (Ne, Te), and for motor-generator 
control for ?rst and second motor-generator operating points 
(N1, T1) and (N2, T2). 

Regarding the hybrid transmission of the embodiment, 
constructing a portion of the automatic shift control system 
of FIG. 3, note that the improved hybrid transmission of the 
embodiment is constructed such that the center of gravity G 
of the lever on the alignment chart shoWn in FIG. 4 is laid 
out on the output element Out (common pinion carrier C) to 
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8 
ensure various merits discussed later. The detailed construc 
tion of the hybrid transmission of the embodiment, needed 
to achieve the layout of the lever center-of-gravity G on the 
output element Out (common pinion carrier C), is herein 
after described in reference to the alignment chart shoWn in 
FIG. 6 someWhat similar to FIG. 4. As seen in FIG. 6, on the 
assumption that a ratio |ENG(Rd)—MG1(Ss)|/|ENG(Rd)— 
Out(C)| of a distance |ENG(Rd)—MG1(Ss)| betWeen ring 
gear Rd (engine ENG) and sun gear Ss (?rst motor-generator 
MG1) to a distance |ENG(Rd)—Out(C)|=1 betWeen ring gear 
Rd (engine ENG) and common pinion carrier C (output 
element Out) is denoted by a lever ratio ot, a ratio |Out(C)— 
MG2(Sd)|/|ENG(Rd)—Out(C)| of a distance |Out(C)-MG2 
(Sd)| betWeen common planet carrier C (output element Out) 
and sun gear Sd (second motor-generator MG2) to a distance 
|ENG(Rd)—Out(C)|=1 betWeen ring gear Rd (engine ENG) 
and common pinion carrier C (output element Out) is 
denoted by a lever ratio [3, an inertia of a rotating system 
relating to engine ENG is denoted by Je, an inertia of a 
rotating system relating to output element Out is denoted by 
Jo, an inertia of a rotating system relating to the engine side 
motor-generator (?rst motor-generator MG1) is denoted by 
Jmg1, and an inertia of a rotating system relating to the 
output-element side motor-generator (second motor 
generator MG2) is denoted by J mg2, a distance Xc measured 
from sun gear Ss (?rst motor-generator MG1) in a right 
direction (toWards second motor-generator MG2) in the 
alignment chart of FIG. 6 is represented by the folloWing 
expression. 

To achieve the layout of the lever center-of-gravity G on the 
output element Out (common pinion carrier C), as shoWn in 
FIG. 4, the lever ratio a, lever ratio [3, and inertias Je, Jo, 
Jmg1 and Jmg2 must be determined to satisfy a predeter 
mined equality XC=(1+(X), and the center of gravity G of the 
lever on the alignment chart of FIG. 4 is laid out at a point 
that is spaced apart from sun gear Ss (?rst motor-generator 
MG1) by the distance Xc (=1+ot). 
The state of the lever on the alignment chart indicated by 

the solid line in FIG. 4 corresponds to a motor propelled 
vehicle driving mode (or a so-called EV mode) by means of 
only the ?rst and second motor-generators MG1 and MG2 
both in operative With engine ENG in inoperative. During 
the motor propelled vehicle driving mode, second motor 
generator MG2 functions as the electric motor that operates 
at ?rst motor-generator operating point (N2, T2). On the 
other hand, ?rst motor-generator MG1 functions as the 
generator that generates electricity While reducing engine 
speed Ne toWard “0”. In order to start up the engine from the 
motor propelled vehicle driving mode, it is necessary to 
increase engine speed Ne by Way of a transition from the 
state of the lever on the alignment chart indicated by the 
solid line in FIG. 4 to the state of the lever on the alignment 
chart indicated by the broken line in FIG. 4. That is, ?rst 
motor-generator MG1 operates in a regenerative running 
mode so that the rotational speed of ?rst motor-generator 
MG1 rotating in a sense opposite to the rotation direction of 
engine ENG falls doWn to “0” and Whereby the amount of 
electric poWer generation of ?rst motor-generator MG1 
increases. This results in a rise in engine speed Ne for engine 
start-up. During the engine start-up period, in order to 
prevent the deteriorated eXhaust emission performance 
spark-plug ?ring must be generally initiated With the engine 
speed Ne risen in advance. Thus, it is desirable to loWer 
engine load during the spark plug ?ring. 
As discussed previously, in the hybrid transmission 

de?ned by the alignment chart of FIG. 4, the center of 
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gravity G of the lever on the alignment chart is laid out on 
the output element Out (common pinion carrier C). Thus, 
When starting up the engine from the motor propelled 
vehicle driving mode (EV mode), the lever on the alignment 
chart indicated by the solid line in FIG. 4 is merely rotated 
about the lever center-of-gravity G on the output element 
Out and shifted to the lever on the alignment chart indicated 
by the broken line in FIG. 4. In case of the previously-noted 
lever center-of-gravity G layout, there is no change in the 
driving force of output element Out, and also there is no 
speed-change of output element Out. Therefore, even When 
starting up the engine from the motor propelled vehicle 
driving mode (EV mode), the rotational speed of output 
element Out cannot be affected by a reaction force arising 
from the engine inertia. By Way of the improved lever 
center-of-gravity G layout, even during the engine start-up 
period from the EV mode, it is possible to avoid a temporary 
drop in vehicle speed, Which may occur oWing to the great 
inertia of the engine. Additionally, the improved the 
previously-noted lever center-of-gravity G layout eliminates 
the necessity of torque-increase control (or driving-force 
increase control) for second motor-generator MG2, Which 
has been executed in the conventional HEV controller for 
avoiding a temporary vehicle-speed drop. This eliminates 
the necessity of a large capacity of car battery. During the 
EV mode, it is possible to propel the vehicle at a threshold 
limit value of the possible battery output poWer, thus 
enhancing the motor propelled vehicle driving performance. 
In addition to the above, the improved lever center-of 
gravity G layout prevents positive and negative torque 
?uctuations occurring during the engine start-up period from 
being transmitted to output element Out, thereby avoiding 
the vehicle’s driveability from being deteriorated due to 
torque ?uctuations. Also, it is unnecessary to reduce or 
cancel such torque ?uctuations by Way of instantaneous 
torque control for second motor-generator MG2. 

Instead of using the lever center-of-gravity G layout 
shoWn in FIG. 4 in Which the lever ratio 0t, lever ratio [3, and 
inertias Je, Jo, Jmg1 and Jmg2 are determined to satisfy a 
predetermined equality XC=(1+(X), another lever center-of 
gravity G layout shoWn in FIG. 5 in Which the lever ratio 0t, 
lever ratio [3, and inertias Je, Jo, Jmg1 and Jmg2 are 
determined to satisfy a predetermined inequality XC>(1+(X), 
may be used. As can be seen from the alignment chart shoWn 
in FIG. 5, the hybrid transmission is constructed so that the 
center of gravity G of the lever on the alignment chart is laid 
out betWeen the output element Out and the output-element 
side motor-generator (second motor-generator MG2). In 
FIG. 5, the state of the lever on the alignment chart indicated 
by the solid line in FIG. 5 corresponds to the motor propelled 
vehicle driving mode (EV mode). In order to start up the 
engine from the motor propelled vehicle driving mode (EV 
mode), it is necessary to increase engine speed Ne by Way 
of a transition from the state of the lever on the alignment 
chart indicated by the solid line in FIG. 5 to the state of the 
lever on the alignment chart indicated by the broken line in 
FIG. 5 by virtue of poWer generating operation of ?rst 
motor-generator MG1 in the same manner as the hybrid 
transmission de?ned by the alignment chart of FIG. 4. In the 
hybrid transmission de?ned by the alignment chart of FIG. 
5, the center of gravity G of the lever on the alignment chart 
is laid out betWeen the output element Out and the output 
element side motor-generator (second motor-generator 
MG2). Thus, When starting up the engine from the motor 
propelled vehicle driving mode (EV mode), the lever on the 
alignment chart indicated by the solid line in FIG. 5 is 
rotated about the lever center-of-gravity G betWeen the 
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10 
output element Out and the output-element side motor 
generator (second motor-generator MG2) and shifted to the 
lever on the alignment chart indicated by the broken line in 
FIG. 5. Such a transition from the lever on the alignment 
chart indicated by the solid line in FIG. 5 to the lever on the 
alignment chart indicated by the broken line in FIG. 5 
changes transmission output speed No (the rotational speed 
of output element Out) but a direction of the transmission 
output-speed change corresponds to a speed-increase direc 
tion. In this case, to compensate for the transmission-speed 
change (that is, the transmission-speed increase), torque 
produced by the output-element side motor-generator 
(second motor-generator MG2) must be controlled or 
adjusted in a torque-reduction direction. The second motor 
generator torque-reduction control means poWer generating 
operation of second motor-generator MG2. Therefore, dur 
ing the motor propelled vehicle driving mode (EV mode), it 
is possible to effectively propel the vehicle at a threshold 
limit value of the possible battery output poWer, thus 
enhancing the electric vehicle (EV) driving performance 
(the motor propelled vehicle driving performance). In the 
same manner as the hybrid transmission (XC=1+(X) de?ned 
by the alignment chart of FIG. 4, the hybrid transmission 
(XC>1+(X) de?ned by the alignment chart of FIG. 5 elimi 
nates the necessity of a large capacity of car battery. 

That is, from a combination of constructions of the hybrid 
transmissions shoWn in FIGS. 4 and 5, to achieve the layout 
of the lever center-of-gravity G as shoWn in FIGS. 4 and 5, 
the lever ratio 0t, lever ratio [3, and inertias Je, Jo, Jmg1 and 
Jmg2 are determined to satisfy a predetermined equality 
Xc§(1+ot), and the center of gravity G of the lever on each 
of alignment charts of FIGS. 4 and 5 is laid out at a point that 
is spaced apart from sun gear Ss (?rst motor-generator MG1) 
by the distance Xc (21+ot). Thus, it is possible to easily 
design the position of the lever center-of-gravity G. 

Referring noW to FIG. 7, there is shoWn the engine 
start-up period motor-generator control routine that is 
executed by the processor of hybrid controller 10 shoWn in 
FIG. 3 to determine ?rst motor-generator operating point 
(N1, T1) and second motor-generator operating point (N2, 
T2) When starting up the engine from the motor propelled 
vehicle driving mode (EV mode) by increasing engine speed 
Ne from “0”. The engine start-up period motor-generator 
control routine shoWn in FIG. 7 is executed as time-triggered 
interrupt routines to be triggered every predetermined inter 
vals such as 10 msec. 
At step S1, accelerator opening APO and transmission 

output speed No are read, and additionally a desired engine 
speed Ne* is computed or map-retrieved based on both the 
accelerator opening APO and transmission output speed No 
from a preprogrammed APO-No-Ne* characteristic map 
shoWing hoW desired engine speed Ne* has to be varied 
relative to both the accelerator opening APO and transmis 
sion output speed No. 
At step S2, ?rst motor-generator rotational speed N1 of 

?rst motor-generator MG1 is arithmetically calculated based 
on desired engine speed Ne*, transmission output speed No 
and lever ratio 0t, from the expression N1=(Ne*-No)~ot+ 
Ne*, and additionally second motor-generator rotational 
speed N2 of second motor-generator MG2 is arithmetically 
calculated based on desired engine speed Ne*, transmission 
output speed No and lever ratio [3, from the expression 
N2=(No—Ne*)-[3+No. 
At step S3, a load Ti placed on the engine When starting 

up the engine and a desired torque To* of the hybrid vehicle 
are arithmetically calculated. More concretely, during the 
?rst feW moments of the engine start-up, actually the engine 
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has not been started, and thus the engine start-up period load 
Ti is represented as the sum of an engine-speed dependent 
friction torque Tem(Ne) and an engine inertia torque Je-uue 
(Where Je denotes the inertia of the rotating system relating 
to engine ENG and we denotes an axial acceleration). That 
is, Ti=Tem(Ne)+Je~u)e. On the other hand, desired torque 
To* of the hybrid vehicle is computed or map-retrieved 
based on accelerator opening APO and transmission output 
speed No from a preprogrammed APO-No-To* torque map 
Tom(APO, No) shoWing hoW desired torque To* has to be 
varied relative to both the accelerator opening APO and 
transmission output speed No. As a matter of course, the 
preprogrammed APO-No-To* torque map Tom(APO, No) is 
a predetermined characteristic map that the maximum torque 
value of desired torque To* is limited Within a torque value 
corresponding to the possible battery output poWer Pb. 
At step S4, the sum (T1+T2) of ?rst and second motor 

generator torques T1 and T2 is arithmetically calculated as 
the difference (To*-Ti) betWeen desired torque To* of the 
hybrid vehicle and engine start-up period load Ti. That is, 
To*—Ti=T1+T2. 
At step S5, the total motor-generator torque (T1+T2= 

To*-Ti) is distributed or allotted into ?rst and second 
motor-generator torques T1 and T2, as folloWs. 

Where 0t is the lever ratio of distance |ENG(Rd)—MG1(Ss)| 
betWeen ring gear Rd (engine ENG) and sun gear Ss (?rst 
motor-generator MG1) to distance |ENG(Rd)—Out(C)| 
betWeen ring gear Rd (engine ENG), [3 is the lever ratio of 
distance |Out(C)—MG2(Sd)| betWeen common planet carrier 
C (output element Out) and sun gear Sd (second motor 
generator MG2) to distance |ENG(Rd)—Out(C)| betWeen 
ring gear Rd (engine ENG) and common pinion carrier C 
(output element Out), Pb is the possible battery output 
poWer, N1 is the ?rst motor-generator speed, N2 is the 
second motor-generator speed, and Ti is the load on engine 
ENG. 

In the above-mentioned tWo expressions, an inertia torque 
occurring due to inertia of each of ?rst and second motor 
generators MG1 and MG2 is omitted. This is because the 
inertia torque occurring due to inertia of each of ?rst and 
second motor-generators MG1 and MG2 is negligibly less 
than that of engine ENG. HoWever, for the purpose of more 
precisely calculating the tWo allotted torques, namely ?rst 
and second motor-generator torques T1 and T2, the inertia 
torque occurring due to inertia of each of ?rst and second 
motor-generators MG1 and MG2 may be taken into account. 

The ?rst motor-generator operating point (N1, T1) and the 
second motor-generator operating point (N2, T2), both com 
puted or arithmetically calculated through the engine start 
up period motor-generator control routine of FIG. 7, are 
output to motor-generator controller 12 for ?rst motor 
generator MG1 control and for second motor-generator 
MG2 control. As a consequence, it is possible to smoothly 
start up the engine, While keeping both the desired engine 
speed Ne* and transmission output speed No. According to 
the aforementioned engine start-up period motor-generator 
control shoWn in FIG. 7, as can be seen from characteristic 
curves shoWn in FIG. 8, ?rst motor-generator torque T1 
allotted to ?rst motor-generator MG1, second motor 
generator torque T2 allotted to second motor-generator 
MG2, electric poWer P1 of ?rst motor-generator MG1, 
electric poWer P2 of second motor-generator MG2, and the 
sum P12 (=P1+P2) of the tWo electric poWers P1 and P2 
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12 
vary, as engine speed Ne increases. In FIG. 8, ?rst motor 
generator torque value T1 is a normaliZed ?rst motor 
generator torque value on the assumption that the maximum 
engine torque of engine ENG is “1”. Second motor 
generator torque value T2 is a normaliZed second motor 
generator torque value on the assumption that the maximum 
engine torque of engine ENG is “1”. Likewise, the electric 
poWer P1, electric poWer P2 and the summation P12 are 
normaliZed values on the assumption that the maximum 
engine torque of engine ENG is “1”. In FIG. 8, the negative 
value of electric poWer P1 means the generated electric 
poWer, Whereas the positive value of electric poWer P1 
means the consumed electric poWer. In the graph shoWn in 
FIG. 8, the Zero engine speed (Ne=0) means the motor 
propelled vehicle driving mode (EV mode) during Which 
there is no engine poWer output. During the motor propelled 
vehicle driving mode (EV mode) under the condition of 
Ne=0, the summation P12 (=P1+P2) of ?rst and second 
motor-generator electric poWers P1 and P2 is approximately 
0.04. In order to start up the engine from the motor propelled 
vehicle driving mode (Ne=0), engine speed Ne of engine 
ENG that functions as a load resistance must be risen With 
poWer generating operation of ?rst motor-generator MG1 
that operates in the regenerative running mode so that the 
?rst motor-generator speed falls doWn to “0”. At this time, 
as can be appreciated from the characteristic curve of the 
summation P12 (=P1+P2), the summation P12 tends to 
decrease until engine speed Ne reaches 600 rpm. When 
engine speed Ne further increases from 600 rpm, the sum 
mation P12 begins to increase. This means that a greater 
electric poWer at engine speeds of 600 rpm or more is 
required as compared to an electric poWer needed under the 
Zero engine speed condition (Ne=0). Suppose that engine 
speed Ne must be increased up to a revolution speed of 800 
rpm during the engine start-up period from the motor 
propelled vehicle driving mode (EV mode). The summation 
P12 (=P1+P2) at Ne=800 rpm is approximately 0.043. At 
this time, the ratio (=0.043/0.04) of the summation P12 
(=0.043) at engine speed Ne=800 rpm to the summation P12 
(=0.04) at engine speed Ne=0 is almost equal to 7.5%. Thus, 
it is possible to achieve an engine speed rise to 800 rpm by 
Way of satisfactory motoring of second motor-generator 
MG2 by reserving a slight electric poWer corresponding to 
the ratio of 7.5%, and thereafter to reliably start up the 
engine by spark-plug ?ring. That is, the hybrid transmission 
construction of the embodiment eliminates the necessity of 
a large capacity of car battery. In other Words, it is possible 
to use a comparatively small capacity of car battery capable 
of generating electric poWer required for the normal EV 
mode. 

In addition to the above, according to the hybrid trans 
mission of the embodiment, as previously discussed in 
reference to the alignment charts shoWn in FIGS. 4 and 5, 
ring gear Rd (engine ENG) and common pinion carrier C 
(output element Out) are laid out betWeen sun gear Ss (?rst 
motor-generator MG1) and sun gear Sd (second motor 
generator MG2). The output-element side motor-generator 
(second motor-generator MG2) is operated or driven as a 
motor, Whereas the engine side motor-generator (?rst motor 
generator MG1) is operated or driven as a generator. The 
motor propelled vehicle driving mode (EV mode) is per 
formed such that engine speed Ne is kept beloW an idle 
speed such as 600 rpm by determining and controlling the 
motor-generator operating state of each of ?rst and second 
motor-generators MG1 and MG2, that is, ?rst and second 
motor-generator operating points (N1, T1) and (N2, T2). The 
amount of electric poWer generation of ?rst motor-generator 
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MG1 can be used to drive second motor-generator MG2 (the 
output-element side motor). As a result, it is possible to 
achieve the EV mode by a comparatively small electric 
poWer to be supplied by the battery. Additionally, it is 
possible to minimize the load loss by keeping the state of 
Ne=0 during the EV mode. 

Furthermore, in the hybrid transmission of the 
embodiment, the engine is started up from the EV mode by 
virtue of the increased amount of electric poWer generation 
of ?rst motor-generator MG1. Therefore, it is possible to 
effectively reduce the electric energy to be supplied from the 
battery. This contributes to a reduced capacity of the car 
battery. 

Moreover, When starting up the engine from the EV mode, 
actually the engine can be started for a period of time during 
Which the rotational speed of ?rst motor-generator MG1 
rotating in a sense opposite to the rotation direction of 
engine ENG falls. That is, during the EV mode, ?rst motor 
generator MG1 rotates in the direction opposite to the 
rotation direction of engine ENG. In presence of a transition 
from EV mode to engine start-up state, the engine can be 
started up While generating electricity by falling the rota 
tional speed of ?rst motor-generator MG1 rotating in the 
opposite rotation direction. In other Words, When starting up 
the engine from the EV mode, it is possible to effectively 
reduce the electric poWer consumption of the battery. If ?rst 
motor-generator MG1 is constructed in such a manner as to 
rotate in the same rotational direction as engine ENG during 
the EV mode, ?rst motor-generator MG1 (the engine side 
motor-generator) as Well as second motor-generator MG2 
(the output-element side motor-generator) functions as a 
motor, and therefore the electric poWer consumption tends to 
increase. As can be appreciated, the construction of ?rst 
motor-generator MG1 having the different rotation direction 
from the rotation direction of engine ENG is superior in 
reduced electric poWer consumption. 

In the hybrid transmission of the embodiment shoWn in 
FIG. 1, a compound multiphase AC, multi-layer motor 3, 
Which has multiple rotors (tWo rotors in the shoWn 
embodiment) and is driven by compound multiphase AC, is 
used as the motor-generator set (MG1, MG2). Such com 
pound multiphase AC, multi-layer motor 3 is superior in 
reduced motor loss, increased poWer-transmission ef?ciency 
during torque recirculation, and enhanced fuel economy. In 
contrast to the above, in the modi?ed hybrid transmission 
shoWn in FIG. 2, ?rst and second motor-generators MG1 and 
MG2 may be laid out in such a manner as to be radially 
offset from each other. The radial offset layout of motor 
generators MG1 and MG2 is superior in increased degrees 
of freedom of the motor-generator layout in a limited space 
of the transmission case. 

The entire contents of Japanese Patent Application No. 
P2002-083090 (?led Mar. 25, 2002) is incorporated herein 
by reference. 

While the foregoing is a description of the preferred 
embodiments carried out the invention, it Will be understood 
that the invention is not limited to the particular embodi 
ments shoWn and described herein, but that various changes 
and modi?cations may be made Without departing from the 
scope or spirit of this invention as de?ned by the folloWing 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A hybrid automatic transmission of a hybrid electric 

vehicle mounting thereon a prime mover, ?rst and second 
motor-generators and a drive train, and capable of steplessly 
varying a transmission gear ratio by controlling an operating 
state of each of the ?rst and second motor-generators, 
comprising: 
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a differential device having at least four rotating members 

and tWo degrees of freedom that determining rotating 
states of tWo members of the four rotating members 
enables rotating states of the other rotating members to 
be determined, a ?rst member of the four rotating 
members serving as an input element connected to the 
prime mover, a second member serving as an output 
element connected to the drive train, a third member 
connected to the ?rst motor-generator, and a fourth 
member connected to the second motor-generator; and 

a speci?ed relationship among an inertia of a rotating 
system relating to the prime mover, an inertia of a 
rotating system relating to the output element, an 
inertia of a rotating system relating to the ?rst motor 
generator, an inertia of a rotating system relating to the 
second motor-generator, a ?rst lever ratio of a distance 
betWeen the input element and the ?rst motor-generator 
to a distance betWeen the input and output elements, 
and a second lever ratio of a distance betWeen the 
output element and the second motor-generator to the 
distance betWeen the input and output elements is 
determined so that a center of gravity of a lever on an 
alignment chart of the hybrid automatic transmission is 
laid out on the output element or betWeen the output 
element and the second motor-generator. 

2. The hybrid automatic transmission as claimed in claim 
1, Wherein: 

assuming that a ratio of the distance betWeen the input 
element and the ?rst motor-generator to the distance 
betWeen the input and output elements is denoted by 
the lever ratio ot, a ratio of the distance betWeen the 
output element and the second motor-generator to the 
distance between the input and output elements is 
denoted by the lever ratio [3, the inertia of the rotating 
system relating to the prime mover is denoted by Je, the 
inertia of the rotating system relating to the output 
element is denoted by Jo, the inertia of the rotating 
system relating to the ?rst motor-generator is denoted 
by Jmg1, and the inertia of the rotating system relating 
to the second motor-generator is denoted by Jmg2, a 
distance Xc measured from the ?rst motor-generator 
toWards the second motor-generator in the alignment 
chart is represented by an expression 

the lever ratios 0t and [3, and the inertias Je, Jo, Jmg1, and 
Jmg2 are determined to satisfy a predetermined inequality 
Xc§(1+ot), and the center of gravity of the lever on the 
alignment chart is laid out at a point that is spaced apart from 
the ?rst motor-generator by the distance Xc. 

3. The hybrid automatic transmission as claimed in claim 
1, Wherein: 

the ?rst and second motor-generators comprise a com 
pound multiphase alternating current, multi-layer 
motor, Which has inner and outer rotors and a common 
stator disposed betWeen the inner and outer rotors, and 
is driven by compound multiphase alternating current; 

the ?rst motor-generator comprises the common stator 
and the outer rotor; 

the second motor-generator comprises the common stator 
and the inner rotor; and 

the outer rotor of the ?rst motor-generator and the inner 
rotor of the second motor-generator are driven inde 
pendently of each other by applying the compound 
multiphase alternating current to the common stator, 
the compound multiphase alternating current being 
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obtained by compounding a control current applied to 
the ?rst motor-generator and a control current applied 

16 
of the ?rst and second motor-generators is determined 
so that a rotational speed of the prime mover is kept 

to the second motor-generator. 
4. The hybrid automatic transmission as claimed in claim 

1, Wherein: 5 

beloW a predetermined idle speed to enable a motor 
propelled vehicle driving mode in Which the hybrid 
electric vehicle is propelled by only the second motor 
generator operating as the motor. 

6. The hybrid automatic transmission as claimed in claim 
5, Wherein: 

the differential device comprises a RavigneauX type plan 
etary gearset that a single-pinion type planetary gearset 
is combined With a double-pinion type planetary 
gearset, the single-pinion type planetary gearset com 
prising a sun gear, a common ring gear, and a common 10 

pinion in meshed-engagement With both the sun gear 

the motor propelled vehicle driving mode is performed at 
a threshold limit value of a possible battery output 

and the common ring gear, and the double-pinion pOWer' . . . . . . . 
- - 7. The hybrid automatic transmission as claimed in claim 

planetary gearset comprising a sun gear, the common 1 wherein 
pinion, the common ring gear, a ring gear, and a 
large-diameter pinion in meshed-engagement With all 15 the Prime mover is Started up from the motor Propelled 
of the sun gear, the ring gear, and the common pinion. Vehicle driving IIlOde by increasing an aIIlOllIlI 0f 

5. The hybrid automatic transmission as claimed in claim electric poWer generation of the ?rst motor-generator. 
1, Wherein: 8. The hybrid automatic transmission as claimed in claim 

the input and output elements are laid out betWeen the ?rst 7, Whereini 
and second motor-generators on the alignment chart of 
the hybrid automatic transmission; 

20 the prime mover is started up for a period of time during 
Which a rotational speed of the ?rst motor-generator 
rotating in a sense opposite to a rotation direction of the 
prime mover falls. 

the second motor-generator located on a side of the output 
element is operated as a motor and the ?rst motor 
generator located on a side of the input element is 
operated as a generator, and the operating state of each * * * * * 
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